
Chapter 2

Trinity

Tria,j42

The Troparion for the great feast of the Theophany43 in the Byzantine liturgy sings:44

At Your baptism in the Jordan, O Lord, worship of the Trinity was revealed, for
the Father’s45 voice bore witness to You, calling You His “beloved Son”, and the
Spirit in the form of a dove confirmed the truth of these words. O Christ God,
Who appeared and enlightened the world, glory be to you!

42 h` Tria,j - a,doj. The number three, the triad; feminine. Reference Liddell-Scott-Jones
Lexicon for all Greek terms used: http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/

43 January 6, celebrating the baptism of Jesus in the Jordan: Mt 3:13, Mk 1:9, Lk 3:21.

44 This is the current English translation used in the Catholic (Ruthenian) Metropolitan
Church of Pittsburgh. vEn vIorda,nh| baptizome,nou sou( Ku,rie( h` th/j Tria,doj evfanerw,qh
prosku,nhsij\ tou/ ga.r Gennh,toroj h` fwnh. prosemartu,rei soi( avgaphto,n se Ui`o.n ovnoma,zousa\
kai. to. Pveu/ma evn ei;dei peristera/j evbebai,ou tou/ lo,gou to. avsfale,j)) `O evpifanei.j Criste. o`
Qeo.j( kai. to.n ko,smon fwti,saj( do,xa soi)

45 Actually and literally, “the begetter,” Gennh,toroj / Gennetoros; see previous note.
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18 PERSON AND CHURCH

Christianity, especially in the theology of the Christian east, is the mystery46 of God-become-

Man47 — God-with-us48 — revealing the greatest mystery, the central mystery, the mystery of

mysteries, the Trinity.49 The appraisal of Lossky is typical:50

The revelation of God the Holy Trinity — Father, Son and Holy Spirit is the basis
of all Christian theology; it is, indeed, theology itself, in the sense in which that
word was understood by the Greek Fathers, for whom theology most commonly
stood for the mystery of the Trinity revealed to the Church. Moreover, it is not
only the foundation, but also the supreme object of theology; for, according to the
teaching of Evagrius Ponticus (developed by St. Maximus), to know the mystery
of the Trinity in its fullness is to enter into perfect union with God.

The Trinity is the ultimate mystery, and everything is contingent except the Trinity.51 It then

must follow that the ultimate mystery is also the ultimate reality; since creation is contingent

there is, in the beginning, only the Father, and the Son, and the Holy Spirit. Thus all theology,

all existence, derives from the Trinity: the theology of the Panagia, Tria,j,52 the All-holy Three,

is the revelation of the fullness of God insofar as we, as finite creatures, are able to grasp it.

46 to, musth,rion. LSJ: secret revealed by God, i.e. religious or mystical truth; (military)
sacramentum.

47 Man is used here in the gender neutral sense equivalent to Mankind = Humankind, i.e
humanity in a collective sense, and also in what can be termed a personal sense. The ambiguous
sense in English of also meaning a man conveys the same sense as the biblical Adam. This is
further discussed in (chapter 5) Anthropos/Man.

48 Is 7:14: lae WnM'[i (Immanu El); Jn 1:14 Kai. o` lo,goj sa.rx evge,neto kai. evskh,nwsen

evn h`mi/n.

49 LaCugna, God for Us, 43, “The doctrine of the Trinity is Theology strictly speaking.”

50 Lossky, Mystical Theology, 67.

51 Lossky, Mystical Theology, 45, 48, 49.

52 E.g. Father George L. Papadeas, MEGALH EBDOMAS PASCA, (Patmos Press,
1997), 38.
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“The Holy Trinity is a primordial ontological concept,”53 says Zizioulas. It is the most

fundamental theological assertion:54

The doctrine of the Holy Trinity constitutes the fundamental grammar of
Christian theology, for it is upon our knowledge of the Father, the Son and the
Holy Spirit, One God, Three Persons, that all Christian faith and worship depend,
and from it that they take their essential orientation and significance.

Consequently, the theology of the Trinity conditions all Christian theology, especially, as this

discussion will demonstrate, the theology of the person.

Zizioulas on the Cappadocians

Trinitarian theology informs, and is manifested throughout, the works of Zizioulas. It

is especially in “The Doctrine of the Holy Trinity: The Significance of the Cappadocian

Contribution”55 that he presents a thorough discussion giving the background for his views. Here

we trace his discussion in order to eventually present and develop, in the next two sections, the

two key concepts resulting from Trinitarian theology: catholic and person.

Zizioulas identifies the four Cappadocians56 as those “whose theological and

philosophical originality sealed the entire history of Christian thought,”57 and produced a true

theological “revolution.”58 The Cappadocians redefined the language of ontology, thus giving

53 Zizioulas, Being as Communion, 17.

54 Thomas F. Torrance, Trinitarian Perspectives (Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1994), 4.

55 John Zizioulas, “The Doctrine of the Holy Trinity: The Significance of the
Cappadocian Contribution,” Chapter 2 in Christoph Schwöbel, ed., Trinitarian Theology Today:
Essays on Divine Being and Act (Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1995), 44-60; see also, Zizioulas,
Being as Communion, 27-46.

56 St. Basil the Great, St. Gregory of Nazianzus, St. Gregory of Nyssa, and St.
Amphilochius.

57 Zizioulas, “The Cappadocian Contribution,” 44.

58 See also Volf, After Our Likeness, 76.
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us a vocabulary for describing the mystery of God. The Cappadocians understood God as Trinity

(Trias, h` Tria,j): three divine persons (hypostasis, h` ùpo,stasij) — Father, Son, Holy Spirit —

who each have one and the same divine nature (physis, h` fu,sij), and are one divine substance

(ousia, h` ouvsi,a).59 With this approach they were able to reject all forms of Sabellianism /

modalism by “stressing the fulness and ontological integrity of each person of the Trinity.”60 Also,

against the other extreme of tritheism they “suggested that ousia (substance) or physis (nature) in

God should be taken in the sense of the general category which we apply to more than one

person.”61 Furthermore, the nature of God is to be understood as the communion of persons,

consequently, koinonia (h` koinwni,a), communion, is also an ontological category for the

Cappadocians. This is important, as Zizioulas writes:62

The nature of God is communion. This does not mean that the persons have an
ontological priority over the one substance of God, but that the one substance of
God coincides with the communion of the three persons.

59 There is a stereotype that considers the Cappadocians to be more interested in Trinity
than unity, the “well-known textbook thesis that the West began with unity of God and then
moved to the Trinity, while the East followed the opposite course” noted by Zizioulas, “The
Cappadocian Contribution,” 46. LaCugna, God For Us, 147, argues convincingly, regarding
Aquinas and the Summa Theologiae, that the treaties, De Deo Uno and De Deo Trino, “are ‘one
book’, not two.” She also notes that the standard medieval textbook, Lombard’s Sentences,
begins with the treatment, “De Trinitate.” See also LaCugna, God For Us, 192: “The three
persons do not have a common ousia; they are the divine ousia.”

60 Zizioulas, “The Cappadocian Contribution,” 46.

61 Zizioulas, “The Cappadocian Contribution,” 47. Torrance, Persons in Communion,
227, notes the ongoing concern of “latent tritheism” with this new (4th c) use of hypostesis. He
also says that “Zizioulas is just one example of a person who expounds its radical compatibility
with the notion of ekstasis in such a way that to talk of three personal hypotheses does not
involve reference to a separateness existing between three ontologically circumscribable or
‘monadic’ beings.”

62 Zizioulas, Being as Communion, 134; cf, 41, and John Zizioulas, “Communion and
Otherness,” St. Vlad. Theo. Quarterly 38 (1994): 353. Volf, After Our Likeness, 77 n 26, sees
an inconsistency in Zizioulas regarding “whether substance or person represents the ultimate
ontological reality.” Zizioulas will go on to apply this understanding to the relationship between
the local and universal church. See also LaCugna, God for Us, 14.
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Equally, however “the Holy Trinity is a primordial ontological concept and not a notion which

is added to the divine substance or rather which follows it.”63 “Nothing in existence is

conceivable in itself, as an individual … since even God exists thanks to an event of

communion.64

It is in the Trinity that the one and the many, i.e. the three, perfectly “coincide”:65

The three persons of the Trinity are thus one God, because they all are so united
in an unbreakable communion (koinonia) that none of them can be conceived
apart from the rest. The mystery of the one God in three persons points to a way
of being which precludes individualism and separation (or self-sufficient in and
self existence) as a criterion of multiplicity. The ‘one’ not only does not precede
– logically or otherwise – the ‘many’, but, on the contrary, requires the ‘many’
from the very start in order to exist.

For the immediate purpose, there are two main points that emerge from Zizioulas’s

writings. The first is the prominence of the term person as a foundational theological concept

— the primitive principle. The second, related to the first — it is, in a sense, a corollary that

follows from the meaning of person — is an understanding of the concept termed the monarchy

of the Father, that is, of a person.66

63 Zizioulas, Being as Communion, 18.

64 Zizioulas, Being as Communion, 17.

65 Zizioulas, “The Cappadocian Contribution,” 48.

66 Colen E. Gunton, The Promise of Trinitarian Theology (Edinburgh: T&T Clark,
1997), xxiv- xxv, notes his and Torrance’s difficulties with this concept of the Father as Source.
This concept seems difficult for western theologians in general. But for the east, the Father is
the source as His name implies; Son and Spirit proceed, appropriately, from the Father as source,
as the Creed affirms. No subordination is implied by saying the Father is the source except that
which is forced upon it by over-rationalization. For Zizioulas, identity and, therefore, properties
we infer or ascribe, must pertain to a person, ultimately to one of the Three Persons. In the
abstract, or beside the Three, anything else, communion, relation, being — ANYTHING —
becomes an unacceptable fourth. As an example, consider LaCugna, God For Us, 271:
“Perichōrēsis provides a dynamic model of persons in communion based on mutuality and
interdependence. The model of perichōrēsis avoids the pitfalls of locating the divine unity either
in the divine substance (Latin) or exclusively in the person of the Father (Greek), and locates
unity instead in diversity, in a true communion of persons.”
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Person and Source of Being

It is Zizioulas’s contention that the Cappadocians revolutionized ontology by taking a

term denoting Being in general, hypostasis, and applying it to the concept denoting the particular

which was to emerge eventually as person (prosopon, to, pro,swpon). Ultimately this means that

the notion of “one God” does not arise from the divine nature or substance, but is instead

associated with person.

Ontological Language. Words change their meanings and ontology has a vocabulary

with a history.67 There is presently a “Christian” meaning for ontological terms; these are based

on the language of Greek philosophy. Up to the time of the Cappadocians this classical (pagan)

understanding emphasized what was general as opposed to the particular, and can be

summarized, in part, as:

The Particular The General

The Many

Diversity

Specific

The One

Unity

Common

[prosopon but denoting the facade] Nature

Substance, ouvsi,a, substantia

up̀o,stasij / hypostasis

Being: being qua being, essence, existence

Zizioulas notes that in the classical meaning from Greek philosophy the term hypostasis

was identified with Being68 but in the sense of the general, as in the above scheme, or even with

logos (o` lo,goj, reason).69 Person (prosopon) did not enter into this scheme since it denoted a

67 LaCugna, God For Us, 244.

68 Zizioulas, Being as Communion, 33.

69 Zizioulas, Being as Communion, 31.
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facade, or rôle, that was merely a cover for Being, something like the mask of the actor

(proswpei/on, posopeion), which is related to the word person.70 “‘Being’ or the ‘world’,

precedes the ‘person’,”71 and there is a “priority of ‘being’ or ‘substance’ over against the

person.”72 The patristic insight was the eventual identification of hypostasis with person as a

“concrete”73 ontological category distinct from substance. Thus the Cappadocians introduced

a radical philosophical and theological concept. They argued that it is necessary to propose at

least two different notions of being: hypostasis and ousia.74 They took the term hypostasis which

was the equivalent of substance 75 / ousia, the general, and used it to designate the particular.76

70 von Balthasar, “On the Concept of Person,” Communio 13 (1986): 20: “The derivation
of persons from the Etruscan phersu is almost universally recognized today.… Phersu evidently
denoted a mask, or the wearer of the mask, at festivals in honor of P(h)ersephone.”

71 John D. Zizioulas, “Human Capacity and Human Incapacity: A Theological
Exploration of Personhood,” Scottish Journal of Theology 28 (1972): 415.

72 Zizioulas, “Human Capacity,” 415.

73 Zizioulas, Being as Communion, 38 n 30; also 39, 46. Hypostasis is substantial; and
it is concrete, that is, pra/gma (pragma). This sense is captured by the biblical use of the term:
Hebrews 11:1 :Estin de. pi,stij evlpizome,nwn up̀o,stasij( pragma,twn e;legcoj ouv blepome,nwn.
RSV Now faith is the assurance of things hoped for, the conviction of things not seen.

74 Gunton, The Promise of Trinitarian Theology, 10, refers to this as the
“desynonymising of ousia and hypostasis.” Cf. Lossky, Image and Likeness, 112-13:

It was a great terminological discovery to introduce a distinction between two
synonyms, in order to express the irreducibility of the ùpo,stasij to the ouvsi,a and
of the person to the essence, without, however, opposing them as two different
realities … However, ouvsi,a and ùpo,stasij remain synonyms, and each time one
wants to establish a distinction between the two terms, by attributing to them a
different content, one inevitably falls back into the domain of conceptual
knowledge: one opposes the general to the particular.

75 Zizioulas notes, “The Cappadocian Contribution,” 47, that the Latin substantia and
the Greek hypostasis are literal translations of each other; also noted in Lossky, Mystical
Theology, 52, and LaCugna, God For Us, 66. The strong association of hypostasis with
substance is evident in Aquinas and the Summa, indicating also that the terminology, Greek
versus Latin, was still in a state of some flux. ST 1a.30.1.ad1: Ad primum ergo dicendum quod
substantia non ponitur in definitione personae secundum quod significat essentiam, sed
secundum quod significat suppositum: quod patet ex hoc quod additur individua. Ad
significandum autem substantiam sic dictam, habent Graeci nomen hypostasis: unde sicut nos
dicimus tres personas, ita ipsi dicunt tres hypostases. Nos autem non consuevimus dicere tres
substantias, ne intelligerentur tres essentiae, propter nominis aequivocationem.
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In so doing, they ultimately shifted the focus to the particular rather than the general as the

ontological point of reference. It is not that substance is merely an abstraction — general and

useful but not inherent. Rather, in this view, it is not proper to envision substance in any way

apart from hypostasis / person. Thus Zizioulas says “the revolution is expressed historically

through an identification: the identification of the “hypostasis” with the “person.”77 This was a

consequence of the need to formulate Trinitarian (and eventually Christological) dogma.78 And

so, a new concept of the person emerged as a result of the need to clarify the personal

relationships of the Trinity (and later the Incarnate Person of the Son).

This radical movement in ontology from substance to person is reflected, as Zizioulas

discusses, in the shift in language from that of the Council of Nicaea, AD 325, to the Council of

Constantinople, AD 381. This is a very significant fact because it encapsulates in an historical

and creedal form the transformation that was developing. Nicaea preferred to speak in terms of

“one source extended into three.”79 The Council of Constantinople, however, “took the bold step

of altering the creed of Nicaea at the point where it referred to the Son as being ‘from the

substance of the Father’ (ek tes ousias tou patros) and making it simply read ‘from the Father’(ek

The definition of “person” includes “substance,” not as meaning the essence, but
the “suppositum” which is made clear by the addition of the term “individual.”
To signify the substance thus understood, the Greeks use the name “hypostasis.”
So, as we say, “Three persons,” they say “Three hypostases.” We are not,
however, accustomed to say Three substances, lest we be understood to mean
three essences or natures, by reason of the equivocal signification of the term.

76 Lossky, Mystical Theology, 51, indicates that the subtle difference in emphasis of the
two terms has been reversed from the original: “The two terms would thus appear to be more or
less synonymous; ousia meaning an individual substance, while being capable at the same time
of denoting the essence common to many individuals; hypostasis, on the other hand, meaning
existence in general, but capable also of application to individual substances.”

77 Zizioulas, Being as Communion, 36.

78 Hans Urs von Balthasar, “On the Concept of Person,” Communio 13 (1986): 19:
“Historically, the word [person] has vacillated between two very different realms: that of
common sense (where the everyday understanding may be rendered more precise in moral
theology, law, and philosophy) and that of Christian theology, in which the concept of person
acquires a completely new sense first in trinitarian doctrine and then in christology.”

79 Zizioulas, “The Cappadocian Contribution,” 46.
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tou patros)… it is the person of the Father and not divine substance that is the source and cause

of the Trinity.”80 Zizioulas concludes, perhaps sounding somewhat bold and surprising (and to

some perhaps just plain wrong), that even “God owes His existence to the Father, that is to a

person.”81 The Father is the ontological source, the source of being. In Zizioulas’s view

hypostasis must have ontological parity with if not precedence over substance since, in a sense,

it conceptually contains it,82 just as the Trinity of persons conveys One God. And in the Trinity

itself the ontological source is the Person of the Father: “The one God is not the one substance

but the Father, who is the ‘cause’ both of the generation of the Son and of the procession of the

Holy Spirit.”83 The term Being then must also be identified with person, the particular, and not

just the general, i.e. nature or substance, giving:

The Particular The General

The Many

Diversity

Specific

The One

Unity

Common

Person, pro,swpon, persona

up̀o,stasij / hypostasis

Substance and Nature

ouvsi,a, substantia

Being, with the Father as source, origin,
cause

Being: being qua being, essence, existence

80 Zizioulas, “The Cappadocian Contribution,” 51-52. The complete Greek text of the
creeds for the respective phrases, evk th/j ouvsi,aj tou/ patro,j and evk tou/ patro.j is in Philip
Schaff, ed., The Creeds of Christendom, Vol II (Grand Rapids: Baker Books, 1996), 60 and 57,
respectively.

81 Zizioulas, Being as Communion, 18.

82 This is opposite the classic sense described by Zizioulas, “Human Capacity,” 415-16:
“For the Greeks ‘being’, or the ‘world’, precedes the ‘person’ … To deny this would imply a
denial of the ultimacy of ‘being quâ being’ and give ontological priority to personhood.”

83 Zizioulas, Being as Communion, 40-41. A note refers to the filioque, and its
accommodation by the West “because it identified the being, the ontological principle, of God
with His substance rather than with the person of the Father.”
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This alignment of Being with the person is, according to Zizioulas, its proper place since person

implies “freedom,” while nature, ousia, being qua being imply “ontological necessity.”84

For Zizioulas the ontological imperative is person more so than substance or even

communion,85 even though relation (sce,sij / schesis) is also important.86 It is still proper to say,

following Tertullian and the west, unus substantia, tres personae.87 The intent of the east

however would produce a subtle but significant shift from mi,a ouvsi,a( tri,a pro,swpa 88 to tri,a

pro,swpa( mi,a ouvsi,a. (The use of pro,swpon would be canonized at Chalcedon; see chapter 6.).

Thus it must be concluded that substance, nature, and communion are valid, necessary, and

useful ontological categories, but they must be understood always in relation to and based on the

84 Zizioulas, Being as Communion, 44.

85 But LaCugna, God for Us, 260, overstates Zizioulas’s position as “priority of person
over being.” Rather, it is the case that person always conveys subsistence, that is, substantive
being; there is simultaneity. Zizioulas, “Human Capacity,” 414, does say, however, that “Being
… owes its being to Personhood and becomes ultimately identical with it,” and, 416, he alludes
to the Christian doctrine of creation ex nihilo giving “ontological priority to personhood.”

86 E.g. Zizioulas, “Capadocian Contribution,” 50, quoting Gregory Nazianzus, Or. 29
(PG 36, 96): “The Father is a name neither of substance nor of energy but of schesis”; Zizioulas,
“Communion and Otherness,” 358: “The Person is an identity that emerges through relationship
(schesis, in the terminology of the Greek Fathers)”; an extensive discussion in Zizioulas,
“Human Capacity,” 436-7; see also Volf, After Our Likeness, 86, quoting Zizioulas. Also,
Zizioulas, Being as Communion, 17-18, explains:

But this communion is not a relationship understood for its own sake, an
existential structure which supplants “nature” or “substance” in its primordial
ontological role — something reminiscent of the structure of existence met in the
thought of Martin Buber. Just like “substance,” “communion” does not exist by
itself: it is the Father who is the “cause” of it. This thesis of the Cappadocians
that introduced the concept of “cause” into the being of God assumed an
incalculable importance. For it meant that the ultimate ontological category
which makes something really be, is neither an impersonal and incommunicable
“substance,” nor a structure of communion existing by itself or imposed by
necessity, but rather the person.

87 Zizioulas, Being as Communion, 37, quoting Tertullian, Against Praxeas 11-12 (PL
2, 1670D).

88 Zizioulas, Being as Communion, 40.
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concept of person.89 Clearly if these other categories are absolutized they jeopardize the integrity

and exclusiveness of the Three Persons;90 but neither are they mere abstractions.91 Nor does

communion displace substance92 or supercede person. Zizioulas describes a kind of synergism

in that “the person cannot exist without communion; but every form of communion which

denies or suppresses the person, is inadmissible.”93

In relation to the person, Zizioulas also mentions love, that is, in the biblical sense that,

“God is Love.”94 There is also the accepted view, most certainly at least of traditional

Latin/Western theology and metaphysics, that God is Being.95 From revelation, seemingly, God

89 Ludwig Ott, Fundamentals of Catholic Dogma (TAN Books and Publishers, Inc.,
1974), 69, writing from the dogmatic perspective of the (Catholic) west summarizes:

An hypostasis is an individual complete substance existing entirely in itself, an
incommunicable substance (substantia singularis completa tota in se or substantia
incommunicabilis). A Person is a hypostasis endowed with reason (hypostasis
rationalis). The classical definition comes from that of Boethius (De duabus
naturis 3): Persona est naturae rationalis individua (= incommunicabilis)
substantia (a Person is the individual (incommunicable) substance of a rational
nature). Hypostasis and nature are related to each other in such a manner that the
hypostasis is the bearer of nature and the ultimate subject of all being and acting
(principium quod), while the nature is that through which the hypostasis is and
acts (principium quo).

90 The Trinity then becomes the Quaternity.

91 Indeed the Divine Liturgy sings, Tria,da o`moou,sion kai. avcw,riston (from H QEIA
LEITOURGIA. The Divine Liturgy. Brookline: Holy Cross Orthodox Press, 1985), “the Trinity
one in substance and undivided [inseparable].” And, from the Praises (Vespers/Matins), Do,xa
th/| ~Agia| kai. o`moousiw| kai. zwopoiw/| kai. avdiaire,tw| Tria,di in Father George L. Papadeas
MEGALH EBDOMAS PASCA. Holy Week - Easter (South Daytona: Patmos Press, 1997),
“Glory to the holy, consubstantial, life-creating and undivided Trinity.”

92 A position that Zizioulas, Being as Communion, 17, ascribes to Martin Buber.

93 Zizioulas, Being as Communion, 18.

94 1 Jn 4:8, 1 Jn 4:16: ~O qeo.j avga,ph evsti,n. Zizioulas, Being as Communion, 46.
LaCugna, God for Us, 261, in discussing the position of Zizioulas says “love is constitutive of
God’s being but as a predicate of person, not substance.”

95 As in a paraphrase of the Baltimore Catechism: God is the Supreme Being infinitely
perfect who made all things out of nothing and keeps them in existence.
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first is revealed as Being, the o` w;n96 of Exodus 3:14 (LXX) and only afterwards, intimately, as

a person, as Father. However Exodus 3:14 must be read in conjunction with Exodus 3:15 and

Exodus 6:2 giving “the Name,” something that is very personal.97 Ultimately, the biblical path,98

leads to Lk 11:1, “Lord, teach us to pray.” And Jesus said “Our Father…”99 Is this merely the

Son instructing creatures or the Son’s acknowledgment of the Personal Source of Being, who,

as Zizioulas says, as love is free of necessity, free of causality, free of the cosmos — absolutely

free and therefore absolute love:100

It thus becomes evident that the only exercise of freedom in an ontological
manner is love. The expression ‘God is love’ (I John 4:16) signifies that God
‘subsists’ as Trinity, that is as person and not as substance. Love is not an
emanation or ‘property’ of the substance of God … but is constitutive of His
substance, i.e. it is that which makes God what He is, the One God. Thus love
ceases to be a qualifying — i.e. secondary — property of being and becomes the
supreme ontological predicate. Love as God’s mode of existence ‘hypostasizes’
God, constitutes His being. Therefore, as a result of love, the ontology of God
is not subject to the necessity of substance. Love is identified with ontological
freedom.

96 That is, the present active nominative masculine singular participle. Byzantine
iconography, and the dismissal at vespers provide a liturgical hermeneutic. The blessing at
Vespers is: ~.O w;n euvloghto,j Cristo.j o` Qeo.j h`mw/n( pa,ntote( nu/n( kai. avei,( kai. eivj tou.j aivw/naj
tw/n aivw,nwn (Blessed is the-One-who-is Christ our God, always, now and to the ages of the
ages); icons of Christ have o` w;n written in the nimbus surrounding His head. Traditionally this
is understood to be based on Ex 3:14 evgw, eivmi o` w;n, and Jn 1:18 Qeo.n ouvdei.j e`w,raken pw,pote\
monogenh.j qeo.j o` w;n eivj to.n ko,lpon tou/ patro.j evkei/noj evxhgh,satoÅ

97 By “the name,” hwhy> / YHWH, God is also known as One, Dt 6:4, `dx'a, hwhy
Wnyhel{a/ hwhy; and Holy, Lv 19:2, `~k,yhel{a/ hwhy ynIa] vAdêq'. See also Ex 34:5 ff.

98 And explicitly even in the Old Testament, e.g. Is 63:16 for You [are] our Father Wnybêia'
hT'a;-yKi. Were Abraham not to know us, nor Israel to acknowledge us, You, LORD/Yahweh

[are] our Father Wnybêia' hwhy hT'a;; our redeemer forever [is] Your Name. ^m,v. ~l'A[me
Wnlea]GO See also, Is 64:8, Tb 13:4. For a more extended discussion see Gerald O’Collins, S.J.,

The Tripersonal God: Understanding and Interpreting the Trinity (Mahwah: Paulist Press, 1999)
12-23.

99 Mt 6:9; cf. Lk 11:2.

100 Zizioulas, Being as Communion, 46. In a footnote Zizioulas cautions however that
this love is not common to the three persons but is to be identified with the Father.
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One God, the Father — One God, the Trinity

Regarding the oneness (e[nwsij, henosis) of God relative to the persons of the Trinity,

Zizioulas says “the ‘one God’ is the Father and not the one substance.”101 But he also says that

the “three persons of the Trinity are thus one God.”102 Because of this overlapping terminology

it is necessary to distinguish, at least conceptually, as it appears Zizioulas does, between the one

God, the Father, and one God, the Trinity. The interplay is expressed well in the beginning

invocations of the litanies of the Latin church, where, in line with the primary emphasis on the

persons, the prayer begins: Pater de caelis, Deus,…Fili Redemptor mundi, Deus,…Spiritus

Sancte, Deus, then adds Sancta Trinitas, unus Deus. It must be stressed, however, that for

Zizioulas and the east 103

it is the person of the Father and not divine substance that is the source and cause
of the Trinity… we must adopt an ontology which is based on personhood, i.e.
on a unity or openness emerging from the relationships,104 and not one
substance… The philosophical scandal of the Trinity can be resolved or accepted
only if substance gives way to personhood as the causing principle or arche in
ontology.

Thus it is a person, the Father, who is arch , (h`, arche, origin, beginning, first principle), phgh , (h`,

pege, source, fount as in running water) and aviti,a (h`, aitia, cause).105 Furthermore, the Father

101 Zizioulas, “The Cappadocian Contribution,” 52; see also, Zizioulas, Being as
Communion, 46 n 41.

102 Zizioulas, “The Cappadocian Contribution,” 48.

103 Zizioulas, “The Cappadocian Contribution,” 52. A. J. Torrance, Persons in
Communion, 290 ff, especially quoting T. F. Torrance, takes issue with having the Father as the
arche and the introduction of causality into the Trinity.

104 A similar emphasis is given from a Western perspective by Aquinas, ST 1a.28.1: I
answer that, relations exist in God really; and, ST 1a.28.2, On the contrary, Everything which is
not the divine essence is a creature. But relation really belongs to God; and if it is not the divine
essence, it is a creature; and it cannot claim the adoration of latria; contrary to what is sung in
the Preface: “Let us adore the distinction of the Persons, and the equality of their Majesty.”

105 See Zizioulas’s response One Single Source,
http://users.otenet.gr/~marinarb/zizioulas.htm to the clarification on the filioque,
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is monarci,a (h`, monarchia, sole origin or sole source) and, as LaCugna echoing Zizioulas, notes,

“the insistence on the monarchy106 of the Father in Greek theology keeps Personhood as the

highest ontological principle.”107 In the words of Zizioulas: 108

This thesis of the Cappadocians that introduced the concept of “cause” into the
being of God assumed an incalculable importance. For it meant that the ultimate
ontological category which makes something really be, is neither an impersonal
and incommunicable “substance,” nor a structure of communion existing by itself
or imposed by necessity, but rather the person.

EXCURSUS: Theological Language

http://praiseofglory.alabanza.com/Stmaximus.htm/filioque.htm/
from the Pontifical Council for Promoting Christian Unity.

106 See, LaCugna, God for Us, 388 ff.

107 LaCugna, God for Us, 245. “Monarchy” used in this sense by the Cappadocians (and
Zizioulas) does not imply any subordinationism regarding the Son or the Holy Spirit.

108 Zizioulas, Being as Communion, 17-18. There is a subtlety that must be noted,
extending the argument to include personhood relative to person. Correctly noting that cause as
used here must be understood as “personal reality” and not in “the various Aristotelian or
scholastic senses,” LaCugna, God for Us, 247, n10, characterizes patristic and contemporary
Greek ontology as holding that “personhood precedes and is the cause of existence.” This
attaches an incorrect precedence to the abstraction personhood over existence. Rather it is the
case that existence coincides with the concrete entity person. Thus LaCugna continues with the
correct but incompatible statement that “the principle, origin and cause of all existence is one
specific hypostasis: the Unoriginate Origin, God the Father.” The essential point is that the “one
specific hypostasis” is a person, a reality not a quality. Thus Aquinas, ST 1a.30.4.Res.: Qualis
autem sit communitas, investigantes diversimode locuti sunt. Quidam enim dixerunt quod est
communitas negationis; propter hoc, quod in definitione personae ponitur incommunicabile.
Quidam autem dixerunt quod est communitas intentionis, eo quod in definitione personae ponitur
individuum, sicut si dicatur quod esse speciem est commune equo et bovi. Sed utrumque horum
excluditur per hoc, quod hoc nomen persona non est nomen negationis neque intentionis, sed
est nomen rei. “What is meant by such a community has been variously determined by those
who have examined the subject. Some have called it a community of exclusion, forasmuch as
the definition of “person” contains the word “incommunicable.” Others thought it to be a
communityof intention, as the definition of person contains the word “individual”; as we say that
to be a “species” is common to horse and ox. Both of these explanations, however, are excluded
by the fact that “person” is not a name of exclusion nor of intention, but is the name of a
reality.” [emphasis added] Thus, there are persons from which substance is inferred not vice
versa.
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Theological language is primarily the language of revelation, and Scripture is our

primary written source of theology and spirituality. The vocabulary of theology, however, goes

beyond biblical terms “using the non-biblical word ‘person’ … to express more precisely what

the biblical writers could leave more vague.”109 And, in conjunction with Greek rationalism

there is Hebrew realism:110

If the growth of revelation be neglected, the Bible appears as a bundle of
contradictions… In the concrete … revelation in the old Testament progressed
by a series of statements, each of which stressed one particular aspect of the truth,
regardless of other aspects … No Israelite sage or prophet was ever deterred from
speaking his mind by the fact that some predecessor had said exactly the
opposite… It [the Semitic mind] instructs and convinces, not by syllogistic
argument but by a series of emphatic statements, compelling the mind of the
hearer to build up a mental image… The Semite can, and often does, quite
happily affirm something, without intending to deny the opposite.

This building up of images may give the impression that theological discourse of this kind is one

great mixed metaphor. But paradox111 serves a purpose: it offers a certain beautiful ambiguity,

providing the opportunity to savor the apophatic moment. The objective is not to “solve”the

paradox but to have the correct tools and the right approach to enable reception, to let it speak.

Torrance, in Persons in Communion, devotes a chapter112 to a discussion of the subtle

topic of theological language. He notes that “Christian theologians find themselves committed

109 From the commentary in St Thomas Aquinas, Summa Theologiae, Blackfriars Edition
in Latin and English, V. 6, (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1964), 145. Here Aquinas, In De div.
Nom. I, lect. I, is also quoted: “What can be derived from the content of the Scripture even
without being explicitly contained in it, is not alien to that revealed teaching.”

110 Roderick A. F. Mac Kenzie, “The Concept of a Biblical Theology” in C. Luke Salm,
F.S.C., ed., Studies in Salvation History, (Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1964), 39-40.

111 On paradox, see McPartlan, The Eucharist Makes the Church, 10, quoting de Lubac.
Also see the very interesting discussion by Henri de Lubac, S.J., The Mystery of the Supernatural
(New York: Herder and Herder, 1967), 217 ff.

112 Torrance, Persons in Communion, chapter 3; 120 -212.
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to axioms which appear to contradict each other.”113 The solution for attempting to discuss the

“Being of God” without distortions of anthropomorphism, and for reconciling the equivocal and

the univocal forms of expression, is the use of analogical language. Torrance bases his

discussion on the approach of Aquinas in relation to Barth and in particular as interpreted by

Mondin.114 The question is tied up with Vestigia Trinitatis115 and how the infinite God

communicates Himself to His finite creatures, especially by using one particular creature, the

creature language.

As the treatment by Torrance shows, the analysis of this topic can be quite involved.

Without over-simplifying this complex subject, the perspective of Aquinas can be useful in

distinguishing the scope of the topic. Aquinas discusses this in ST 1a.13 de nominibus Dei

(commonly rendered in translation “theological language”). Ultimately, God has spoken to us

proprie,116 and substantaliter, giving us the nomen / nomina, that is, that language — specific

words — which are substantively proper and particular, that is, by name.

Since person is a category of the particular, proprius distinguishes the unique person.

Thus we speak of the name as that which embraces the identity of the person, especially here

Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. In this view, theology establishes the vocabulary117 that comes

from God (revealing Himself) to Mankind, and not vice versa, the projection of human concepts

back to God. This is a complex issue, but the point here is that Father, Son, and Holy Spirit are

113 Torrance, Persons in Communion, 127.

114 Battista Mondin, The Principle of Analogy in Protestant and Catholic Theology (The
Hague: M. Nijhoff, 1963).

115 Also Vestigia Dei; Torrance, Persons in Communion, 125; 194-212; 246.

116 proprius, a, um, adj. [etym. dub.; perhaps from root prae; cf. prope], not common with
others, one’s own, special, particular, proper (class.; cf.: peculiaris, privatus).

117 Also, Geoffrey Wainwright, Worship With One Accord (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1997), 245, in reference to G. Florovsky, writes: “The Word incarnate can
define language. In this context, “Father” and “Son” mean who the first two persons of the
Trinity are and what the relation between them is. It is the divine ontology that sets the meaning
of the terms.”
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the terms / language of revelation, the names of persons, and that they properly speak of God.

The name signifies the person. Regarding person, Aquinas concludes:118

I answer that, “Person” signifies what is most perfect in all nature — that is, a
subsistent individual of a rational nature. Hence, since everything that is perfect
must be attributed to God, forasmuch as His essence contains every perfection,
this name “person” is fittingly applied to God.

* * *

Given the perspective just discussed, a true awareness of the Trinity involves an

understanding of the term person since (reiterating) the “ultimate ontological category” is the

“person”119 for even “God owes his existence to the Father, that is to a person.”120 And person

is the link between Trinity and Man/creation, between theo-logia and anthropo-logia. Before

further discussing this very important and key concept of person, however, it is necessary first

to consider a related concept, the term catholic. Lossky sums up the soteriological and

epistemological ramifications of the mystery of the Trinity, and points the way to a consideration

of this term:121

118 ST 1a .29.3: Respondeo dicendum quod persona significat id quod est perfectissimum
in tota natura, scilicet subsistens in rationali natura. Unde, cum omne illud quod est perfectionis,
Deo sit attribuendum, eo quod eius essentia continet in se omnem perfectionem: conveniens est
ut hoc nomen persona de Deo dicatur.

119 Zizioulas, Being as Communion, 17.

120 Zizioulas, Being as Communion, 18.

121 Lossky, Mystical Theology, 66.
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The dogma of the Trinity is a cross for human ways of thought. The apophatic
ascent is a mounting of calvary. This is the reason why no philosophical specula-
tion has ever succeeded in rising to the mystery of the Holy Trinity. This is the
reason why the human spirit was able to receive the full revelation of the
Godhead only after Christ on the cross had triumphed over death and over the
abyss of hell. This, finally, is the reason why the revelation of the Trinity shines
out in the Church as a purely religious gift, as the catholic truth above all other.
[emphasis added]




